OUR FIRST "MOBILE MINISTRY"!-1931-I was 12!
Grandma's Road Show!-10 cars & trailers & 2 Trucks 630 Family.
-Actors, Musicians, Sound Truck, Scenery & All!-In theaters nightly!-13 Plays!

GOSPEL
Chautauqua!

8 BIG DAYS
Different - New - Unusual!
EXCLUSIVE—NONE OTHER LIKE IT IN THE WORLD!
(DAD) (My Bro. Hjal) (LAMONT)
(Sil. Haas) (CARLSONS) (ME) (BRO. HAAS)

---

4
Bible Evangelistic Dramatic Company

A NEW PRESENTATION OF OLD TRUTHS
VIVID PORTRAYAL OF THE OLD TIME GOSPEL MESSAGE IN
DRAMA—ILLUSTRATION—SCENE—SONG—MUSIC

See the immense Television Radio with real life Portrayals
Hear internationally famed speakers and musical artists
Something New — Different — Stirring — Touching — Inspiring

(Grandmother)

Virginia Brandt

Bible

Among America's Foremost Women Orators

MORRIS THEATRE
Morris, Okla. (1931)

SEPTEMBER 13th to 20th